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Defenders of privacy fight on multiple fronts: new technologies that capture our behavior, new ways that data about our activities are monetized, and a new eagerness by the public to share personal information. Does the dream of ubiquitous learning, when delivered through new technologies, insult traditional concepts of privacy? Professor Lewis proposes a role that the university can play in reshaping the future of privacy.

The fundamental purpose of undergraduate education is to turn young people into adults who will take responsibility for society, believes Lewis. Come participate in a discussion about this goal and whether modern concepts of assessment and customer satisfaction, as well as an instrumental approach that students are seemingly forced to take toward learning, have displaced our teaching mission.
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The fundamental purpose of undergraduate education is to turn young people into adults who will take responsibility for society, believes Lewis. Come participate in a discussion about this goal and whether modern concepts of assessment and customer satisfaction, as well as an instrumental approach that students are seemingly forced to take toward learning, have displaced our teaching mission.